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RPWL - The RPWL Live Experience DVD

2009 Metal Mind Productions/MVD Visual

www.metalmind.com.pl / mvdb2b.com 

A must have from one of the bands that is helping reinvent the progressive rock genre -

treading the line between nu-prog and alternative progressive rock, Germany's RPWL are an

entity unto their own. This being their first DVD and second live album (after 2005's Start the

Fire) and off the heels of The RPWL Experience, this release draws mostly from many fan

favorites ("Roses," "I Don't Know," "Kiss the Sun," "Sleep," and the Floyd covers of "Opel" &

"Biding my Time" among others) as well as a few tracks from the latest ("This is not a Prog

Song," "Breathe In, Breathe Out," &"Silenced" ). 

The DVD was shot at the Wyspiaski Theatre in Katowice, Poland in early 2009 and shows the
band as a tight, live powerhouse. Vocalist Yogi Lang comes across as a true frontman in the

aura of prog rock, purveying a big stage presence; this quintet have always been more than

any typical neo-prog outfit. A video screen is used behind, offering visuals to enhance the

overall vibe they present, we often see these videos presented to us directly to the screen,

jump cut between the band and the background. All of this captured within he multiple angles

and multi-channel surround sound (both 5.1 and stereo options available) make for a stunning

show. 

Also featured is an interview with Lang and guitarist Kalle Wallner, a music video for "Breathe

In, Breathe Out," and a collage of home video footage from 2006 - there is also a biography,

photo gallery, desktop images, and weblinks. The RPWL Live Experience does mark another

high point in the band's career and until the band unleashes the next studio offering upon us,
this will do. 

CLICK HERE to read a review of The RPWL Experience
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